
ENGLISH ESSAY DESCRIPTION OF A PLACE

Category: Descriptive Essay Example; Title: Descriptive Essay: A Beautiful Place. I have a wonderful place that made
me happy a lot of times, years ago. . accomplishes this impact by using a more detailed observation and description.

Mind that these are only the examples of the descriptive essay ideas; students can think of their own original
topics by replacing some words with more suitable. Describe an object that has been in your family for a long
time. Describe your favorite toy as a child. Describe the first time you met one of your friends. Work on the
senses. Descriptive Essay Topics: Objects Describe an object that is special to you. Provide details on your
favorite winter location. The goal is to make it sound both artistically and officially. Describe something that
made you laugh to death. The first thing I would do is change into my bathing suit and run out to the beach.
Describe one aspect of someone that you like for example: laugh, style of dress, words that the person likes to
use, etc. After all that, he plainly states his affection for it. Describe your living rooms in detail. Adding details
to your essay with the help of enriched English vocabulary and online dictionaries. Essay: Help your readers
understand how it feels like in the mountains. My land will be located on the Isabella Island. Make a
description explaining why this particular thing plays in important role in the development of modern society.
I was excited to go see what is this park about and learn some more informations from the city that I live for
almost 2 years now. A friend and I would go to the drainpipe, and we would sit, talk, eat our lunches, and
listen to my walkman. The positioning of items in relation to other items is on full display in this paragraph, to
give people a clear vision of the layout of the place as a whole. Malouf effectively uses images to reinforce
attitudes, feelings and emotions. Describe a silent place in the woods you love since your early ages. Describe
the introductory day in any of the existing educational institution - school, college, or university - using the
entire spectrum of emotions. Describe the loudest place you used to visit. Describe specific traits you enjoy in
one of your peers. Finding Vocabulary for Describing a Place How do you help your child study his subject
and choose strong words that make his writing sparkle? In their own way, each of the following writers three
of them students, two of them professional authors have selected a belonging or a place that holds special
meaning to them.


